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Abstract—Action Fraud reported 50 million pounds was lost 
to romance fraud in 2018, a 27% increase on the previous year, 
despite an increase in publicity and guidance surrounding the 
issue. Romance fraud is an ever-increasing issue, and the 
statistics highlight the need for a proactive, adaptable, and 
bespoke approach to assist online dating platforms in 
combatting the problem, providing targeted awareness to 
customers while improving the user experience of dating 
platforms. Currently, there is no effective approach for 
increasing user awareness and providing real-time intervention 
on romance fraud. Existing methods on the platform focus on 
identifying, preventing, and stopping threat actors with 
technological measures rather than educating potential victims. 
This paper discusses the existing state of romance fraud and 
proposes a solution to mitigate the problems by developing a 
targeted awareness approach. The solution can be adopted by 
online dating platforms for early identification and timely 
intervention. It includes bespoke advisory messages to be 
provided to the user and risk categorisation criteria as well as 
workflows and prototypes to assist platforms with 
implementation. The results from the primary research clearly 
support the objectives showing that timely intervention helps to 
mitigate against fraud, decreasing the likelihood of it occurring. 
This approach offers demonstrable improvements to dating 
platforms. 

Keywords - romance fraud, awareness approach, dating 
platforms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The focus of this paper is the issue of romance fraud and 

other cyber-enabled crime on online dating platforms. With 
cases continuing to increase there is a significant need for a 
more effective approach to address this issue. 

Action Fraud received 4,555 complaints of Romance 
Fraud in 2018 with approximately £50 million in monetary 
loss. This is an increase of 27% compared to 2017 [1]. Despite 
awareness efforts from third parties, such as a local campaign 
by Cambridgeshire police around Valentine’s day and a 
current national campaign by police forces across the country 
[2, 3], romance fraud cases are often under-reported due to the 
victim’s embarrassment.   

This paper proposes an early detection and timely 
intervention approach (hereafter called the approach) for 
dating platforms to combat this issue, providing education and 
awareness to users at the time it is needed in the online dating 
process. The results from the controlled experiment conducted 
as part of this research show that providing the awareness 
information at the point where the fraud begins enables 
potential victims to be aware and vigilant. Falling victim to 
romance scams can have a detrimental impact on victims both 
financially and mentally, it is therefore vital that action is 
taken in order to prevent it. The approach uses a range of steps 
to select a tailored educational message which is displayed to 
improve awareness and reduce fraud without spamming 
customers of the platform. The messages provided are 

bespoke to the identified risk level and only sent when 
necessary. The approach can be seamlessly implemented into 
the existing platform infrastructure without disruption to the 
platform administrators and customers. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Romance Fraud 
Dating services have existed for many years, proving to be 

successful for individuals wanting to meet a partner, 
particularly those who have limited time to socialize. They 
also enable people to connect with those they are unlikely to 
meet through their daily routine. However, while dating apps 
can result in fruitful partnerships for many customers, 
platforms are commonly exploited by cybercriminals to 
facilitate criminal activity, including fraud and human 
trafficking. Due to the breadth and diversity of unregulated 
applications, keeping customers safe is a huge challenge and 
not always possible. 

The issue of romance fraud has been exacerbated by the 
increased use in dating apps over the past few years. Romance 
fraud is a key risk on dating platforms but there are few public 
strategies in place for combatting this complex issue [4]. The 
threat actor uses a fake profile while pretending to have a real 
connection with a victim. They often persuade the victim to 
send money to help them in a situation [5]. Alternatively, they 
encourage them to unknowingly commit fraud, for example, 
by re-distributing counterfeit cheques [5]. Irrespective of the 
motive, romance fraud typically follows the process depicted 
in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Attack tree of fraud process 

The risks associated with online dating have always been 
apparent, but they have become increasingly significant with 
society’s increased dependency on technology. The precise 
number of victims of this type of fraud is unknown, partially 
because of the lack of reporting by victims due to 
embarrassment but also the lack of common knowledge about 
the issue. The extent of romance fraud and subsequent loss has 
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rapidly increased following the launch of dating sites, as 
evidenced by the £23 million increase in reported loss between 
2013 and 2018 [1] [6]. A significant challenge is that the  
effects of falling victim to a romance scam can be long-lasting 
and include both financial and non-financial impacts [6]. An 
individual’s good nature, vulnerability and willingness to help 
others are often preyed upon and manipulated by criminals. 
Dating sites are a hotspot for this due to an individual’s 
desperate search for love. Vulnerable individuals will often be 
targeted by multiple criminals who have shared knowledge 
about easy targets obtained by using the cyber kill chain [7]. 
This information is usually found during the reconnaissance 
stage of a threat actor's campaign and utilised within the 
weaponisation stage, assisting the actor in effectively 
targeting the victim [7]. 

B. Personas 
The dating profiles often used by threat actors show an 

individual with a model-like physique and a charming 
personality, claiming to live in a populous area such as a city, 
and other desirable traits. Many fake profiles also state that the 
threat actor is in the military, providing them with a reasonable 
excuse as to why they cannot meet up or communicate via 
phone or video call [6]. The reconnaissance stage of the attack 
typically involves gathering as much personally identifiable 
information as possible, mainly through social media 
platforms, to engage with the victim and groom them to 
encourage romantic feelings [8]. 

Typically, victims are individuals in their 50s who have 
had a failed previous relationship or marriage. It is thought 
that these people are often targeted as they are looking for a 
close relationship and are likely to have money saved [14]. 
Although any gender can be targeted, women appear to be the 
main victims and constitute 63% of cases of romance fraud 
[9]–[11]. The threat actor exploits the victim’s good-nature 
and feelings of romance and love in order to manipulate them 
into helping financially. Fake evidence is sometimes provided 
to convince the victim that everything is legitimate, reducing 
any suspicions or concerns. The inclusion of romance 
provides the victim with a sense of responsibility to help and 
also a sense of guilt if they cannot assist an individual for 
whom they have romantic feelings  [13]. 

 An overall increase in the number of attempted romance 
scams has resulted in an increased risk of falling victim, 
particularly if the threat actor uses sophisticated deception 
techniques and a particularly vulnerable victim is targeted 
[13]. The human characteristics of compliance and 
hopefulness can mean that anyone is a potential victim of 
romance fraud with research showing that no specific 
demographic is inherently more at risk of fraud [14].  
However, an individual within a particular demographic can 
be increasingly susceptible to attacks due to threat actors 
identifying them as vulnerable [13]. Psychological 
mechanisms could also impact the likelihood of an individual 
being successfully deceived. Cognitive psychological 
influences may include how an individual is raised and traits 
such as risk tolerance, greed or gullibility [15], [16].   

C. Zero-Trust Environments 
Dating platforms are often deemed trustworthy by users 

because they are known to be monitored and are advertised 
this way by many sites, particularly if they are a paid service. 
There is also a perceived underlying level of trust expected as 
every user ostensibly has the same end goal [17].  

In comparison, social media is often viewed as a zero-trust 
environment [18]. This is mainly due to negative publicity for 
social media platforms and their protection of customers [19]. 
However a new issue is arising in which users of dating 
platforms, a trusted environment, move onto social media or 
texting, normally a zero-trust environment, after making a 
connection. This transition is a cause for concern as 
conversations are not monitored and fake profiles are less 
likely to be reported, which is why threat actors like to move 
the conversation to there [20]. The primary reason for users 
feeling safe despite moving to a zero-trust environment is that 
they have built a perceived connection with the match within 
a trusted environment. In this case the trustworthiness has 
extended from the environment to the match, enabling the 
victim to feel connection and trust despite only having basic  
information about the person. Individuals develop an intimate 
relationship and ignore potential warning signs due to 
cognitive dissonance [9]. Additionally, research indicates that 
victims of romance fraud typically have an increased 
disposition to trust, making it easier for the intimate 
connection with the scammer to be built [16]. The online 
disinhibition effect also plays a part in this: individuals' 
behaviour online does not reflect how they would behave if 
the same situation occurred offline [21]. 

D. Existing Mitigations 
In 2013, many of the largest online dating providers 

collaborated to form the Online Dating Association (ODA) 
[22]. The ODA’s work includes new technical solutions which 
are being introduced to deter and prevent fraudulent activity 
and profiles on the platforms. The organisation also promotes 
safety and best practices online and in 2017 created a 
framework for user safety, encouraging platform providers to 
creatively deliver information to maximise users’ security 
awareness [23].  However, whilst information is available 
within platforms’ security-specific pages, no other forms of 
awareness campaign appear currently to be present on dating 
platforms. Most advice focuses on physical safety concerns 
rather than cybersecurity issues [23]. Additionally, many 
dating platforms are not part of the ODA and so do not adhere 
to these minimum requirements. 

An example of a platform implementing new 
technological solutions is Tinder. In January 2020 they 
announced new safety features including photo verification, a 
“Safety Center” with tools and resources, and emergency 
services links for customers out on dates [24]. Technological, 
awareness and response measures are all beneficial to help 
combat the safety issue, but cyber threat actors continually 
seek ways to bypass any technology. They are, for example, 
already using deep fake technology to fool the platform into 
verifying a fake profile [25].  

In May 2019 seven banks also joined forces, to assist and 
refund victims of scams where neither the bank nor the victim 
is at fault [26]. The scheme is beneficial for victims of 
romance fraud provided that it is the first time they have been 
defrauded and they have shown due diligence in protecting 
themselves from falling victim to fraud. However, this was 
only a temporary measure and does not provide compensation 
for the emotional hurt and lasting damage experienced by 
victims. In November 2019 the banks sought to create a 
permanent solution where each bank provides 3% of revenue 
into a fund to assist in refunding victims, but unfortunately, a 
coherent solution could not be agreed [27]. Currently, the only 
solution would be for the government to pass a law making it 
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a legal requirement for banks to refund victims. However, this 
may take a long time [28], [29]. 

Other third party organisations have helped raise the 
profile of romance fraud using awareness campaigns to reach 
potential victims, particularly regarding catfishing through 
social media platforms [1]. These campaigns are 
predominately directed outside the dating platforms; dating 
providers are yet to integrate user awareness measures into 
their platforms to meet the advice of the ODA and Action 
Fraud [1], [30], [31]. Organisations such as ScamAlytics 
provide dating platforms with technological mitigations 
including real-time detection, shared block lists and machine 
learning to detect fraudsters [32]. In contrast, there are no 
common approaches that have been applied to increase user 
awareness on these platforms. The current (technological) 
solutions focus on preventing threat actors. What is missing is 
educating victims with contextualised information on the site, 
where the crime is likely to originate. By intercepting and 
engaging with the victim at an early stage of the grooming 
process, the likelihood of being able to stop the fraud 
progressing before a money transfer occurs is increased. It 
also assists the dating platform by helping to provide increased 
safety for customers. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Background study 
A literature review was undertaken with the search terms 

romance fraud, online dating fraud, dating apps, romance 
fraud case studies, issues with dating platforms and safety 
issues with dating apps. The findings suggest that there lacks 
an effective contextualised cyber security awareness approach 
for mitigating online romance fraud.  

B. Materials 
In order to test and evaluate the approach, a mock dating 

platform prototype was developed using Adobe XD, a free 
tool suitable for user experience design. The design took into 
consideration the identified gaps within dating platforms and 
emulated an intervention at the proposed timely stage of the 
online dating process.  

A short questionnaire was used to query participant’s 
perception of their romance fraud knowledge before and after 
the activity with the prototype and their prior perceptions of 
security advice (5 single-choice questions). It was also used to 
collect their answers to the tasks in the activity (6 single-
choice questions) and their reactions to the activity (4 single-
choice questions and 2 open text questions). 

C. Primary research participants 
With ethical approval from the institution, primary 

research was conducted to evaluate the impact of making users 
more aware of romance fraud during interactions on dating 
platforms. Twelve participants aged from 19 to 65 were 
recruited via word-of-mouth. The age range, with a slightly 
higher number of younger participants (19 to 35), was chosen 
to be representative of dating platform users. All the 
participants had themselves used dating platforms. 60% of the 
participants were female, again mirroring the user 
demographic for online dating. 

Participants were divided into an experimental group and 
control group with age and gender balanced as equally as 
possible [33], the mean age of both groups being 35. The 
experimental group received romance fraud awareness 

messages. The control group did not receive these targeted 
messages, but as users of dating platforms they have had the 
same access to other sources of fraud awareness. 

D. Primary research procedure 
All participants were asked to answer the initial 

questionnaire questions and then complete the activity. Within 
the activity, each participant could make up to four matches. 
With every match, they were asked to choose a reply to at least 
one question from the match, such as asking where they live. 
Before they responded, participants in the experimental group 
saw an awareness message about romance fraud. All 
participants had to choose from three predetermined 
responses, one high risk, one medium and one low. This 
categorisation was not shown to participants. Data was 
collected by participants recording their activity responses on 
the questionnaire and providing additional feedback. 

E. Requirements 
The core requirements for a solution were identified using 

existing literature and identifying gaps in current awareness 
campaigns from the primary research participants’ answers 
regarding existing knowledge of the term romance fraud and 
the warning signs. The key requirements are for a solution 
which offers early detection and intervention, can be easily 
adapted and implemented by online dating platforms, and 
helps to improve the safety and awareness of users without 
alarming them or disrupting their user experience. 

IV. DESIGN 
The design of the solution incorporates findings from the 

background study to create awareness messages and content 
for users, building the information into an approach that can 
be implemented by dating platforms. A business process 
model and notation diagram displaying how the artefact fits 
into existing mitigations and processes can be seen in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. BPMN displaying existing mitigations and the proposed approach 

A. Design of workflows 
Workflows have been designed as part of the solution to 

demonstrate how a platform can implement the approach to 
provide users with advisory and warning messages when 
required, ensuring they do not cause message fatigue or send 
messages to users when no advice is needed. As seen in Fig. 3 
and 4 below, the workflows contain decisions (e.g. Have a 
potential threat actor and potential victim been matched? 
Should the user receive an awareness message? Should the 
message direct the user to security advice provided by the 
platform or to a third party such as Action Fraud?) These are 
represented within a flowchart to clearly demonstrate to a 
developer the steps needed to integrate the approach into an 
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existing process. The workflow design follows the NIST 
framework for managing and reducing cybersecurity risk  by 
covering the five key stages to identify, protect, detect, 
respond and recover, thereby complementing existing 
cybersecurity practices on these platforms [34].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Workflows 

Decisions are informed by the user’s likely susceptibility 
to romance fraud,  categorised using pre-defined criteria [16]. 
When a dating match is made, the categories of both users are 
checked. If one user has been identified as a potential threat 
(e.g. a suspected threat actor, potentially suspicious profile 
characteristics such as a job based overseas, asking for 
personal information) while the other is a potential victim (e.g. 
hinting to wealth in their profile or other signs of 
vulnerability),  the information will be stored against the 
match details. A risk assessment matrix can be used to 
determine the level of risk posed to the victim and decide what 
form of advisory messages they will receive. If a trigger 
situation occurs, the relevant message will be sent to the 
victim. This method ensures that the message sent is 
appropriate to the individual and occurs at the point in time 
where  an awareness message is needed. 

B. Design of contextualised messages 
The advisory messages are bespoke to the potential 

vulnerability of the user and the level of risk posed by the 
match. For example, if a user has a potentially suspicious 
profile and responds to questions in a suspicious manner such 
as withholding many personal details then they would be 
deemed a potential risk. A user with indications of potential 
vulnerabilities similar to previous romance victims in their 
profile, such as being widowed and over fifty, would be 
deemed a potential victim. If these two users matched and the 
conversation contained warning signs of romance fraud, then 
the potential victim would be sent an awareness message 
appropriate to the severity of risk detected. When two users in 
the same category, for example, two victims or two threat 
actors match with each other, it is unlikely they will cause 

significant harm to one another, so messages will not be sent 
in this case. 

The workflow is designed so that a user will only receive 
advice if they have been identified as a potential victim, and 
their match has been identified as a potential threat. Messages 
will be deployed following an identified trigger situation 
which is an indicator of compromise. For example, when the 
topic of marriage has been discussed, low-risk potential 
victims will not receive a message; however, high-risk victims 
will see a message as they may benefit from this advice by 
being more cautious. The overall risk level, established from 
the level of potential deception and the vulnerability of the 
individual receiving it, dictates which message if any is sent.  

Clearly the assessment cannot include dynamic triggers 
based on conversation content without scrutiny of the private 
messages between matched users. This could be achieved by 
anonymous text analysis which reports only specified 
characteristics, but it nonetheless represents an intrusion on 
the privacy of the conversation. Users might equally feel 
uncomfortable at the idea of the platform profiling them as 
potential victims or threat actors. This short paper focuses on 
testing the effectiveness of the approach and showing the 
feasibility of integrating it into a platform’s workflow. The 
acceptability of the approach demands further work to 
establish whether users would consider the effect on privacy a 
worthwhile trade-off to help mitigate the threat. If so, 
transparency would need to be achieved without undermining 
the effectiveness of the approach.  

C. Prototype Design for experiment and implementation 
A prototype showing how the approach could look to the user 
was created in Adobe XD to display an example awareness 
message a user could receive (Fig. 4.) 

 
Fig. 4. Prototype of solution 

V. RESULTS 
The results from the primary research clearly support the 

objectives of the research: if advice about potential fraud is 
provided nearer the beginning of the dating process it would 
benefit users of the dating platform by making fraud less 
likely. 
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A. Quantitative Results 
The participants’ responses show that the control group 

responded with more high and medium risk responses than the 
experimental group. The responses by the control and the 
experimental groups are compared by risk-level in Table 1. 

Group 
Percentage (%) of responses 

High risk 
response 

Medium risk 
response 

Low risk 
response 

Control 
Group 15 77 8 

Experimental 
Group 0 31 69 

Table 1. The percentage of risk-level decisions made during the controlled experiment activity by the 
control group and the experimental group 

All participants within the experimental group stated that 
they engaged with the awareness messages they received 
providing advice about romance fraud. 100% of the 
experimental group also stated that they read other security 
information available on the dating platform. In contrast 0% 
of the control group viewed other security information. This 
suggests that when participants were prompted to reflect on 
the security of their interactions through the awareness 
messages, they were more likely to be security conscious. 

The questionnaire also revealed that 100% of the 
experimental group reported learning new information about 
romance fraud through the awareness messages, compared 
with no-one in the control group. This demonstrates that the 
awareness messages effectively increased user awareness 
regarding romance fraud. 

B. Qualitative Results 
Free-text participant feedback within the questionnaire 
revealed that the awareness messages were well received and 
helped the participants consider their potential actions rather 
than act instinctively. All responses to the question “Do you 
believe the messages were helpful/appropriate? If not, why 
not?” were positive, with one participant responding “They 
made me pause and really think about what I was doing. It’s 
easy to get carried away and think you’re chatting to a close 
friend instead of someone you really don’t know”. Another 
reported that “…Having the information available before you 
make a potentially bad decision helped me move away from 
making a mistake or me losing my information or money”. 
This feedback demonstrates the positive impact the approach 
had on increasing user awareness and decreasing risk 
behaviour, both of which reduce the likelihood of the user 
falling victim to romance fraud. The users suggested potential 
improvements including a flashing image to emphasise that 
the message is important and a chat function to access follow-
up expert information and advice if needed.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Online romance fraud is prevalent and growing in today’s 

technological society. It has devastating financial and 
emotional impacts, making it vitally important that dating 
platform providers do more to raise awareness and protect 
customers. The solution discussed here has shown, in primary 
research, that users respond more cautiously when given 
security advice at the time they need to apply it. Future work 
should trial the approach on a live dating platform as a 
foundation to exciting developments in both reducing online 
romance fraud and increasing the awareness of cyber security 
issues as a whole.  

The approach could also be extended to other platforms, 
for example social media platforms, to reduce the likelihood 
of fraud occurring in these unregulated environments. The 
user’s personal data on these platforms is likely to be less 
detailed than is needed to help match them on dating platforms 
so some of the profiling criteria would need to be adapted to 
identify potential romance fraud victims and romance 
scammers, but analysis of message content would be the same. 
If the criteria are met and a trigger situation such as a request 
for money occurs, then the steps within the proposed approach 
can be followed. An applicable awareness message can be sent 
to the platform user potentially at risk at exactly the time it is 
needed to prompt them to be cautious, potentially sparing 
them from devastating emotional and financial loss.  
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